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Review of the article by (name of the authors)Иванова И.И., Петрова П.П. «Анализ 

методов управления туристическим кластером Астраханской области» 

 

The article under review contains 13 text pages with line spacing 1.0 and type size 14. It 

contains a reference list of six sources, all of them are in Russian. 

The article dwells on a topic анализу методов управления туристическим 

кластером. which is relevant for Astrakhan region. This sector is important for the 

socioeconomic development of the region. The paper contains detailed tables, describing 

развитие туристического кластера региона, and these tables account for 45% of the article 

size. All the materials were taken from statistical books on Astrakhan region which are 

publicly available online. However, they haven’t been published in scientific journals before. 

The following remarks should be made in relation to the article:  

1. The reference list of six sources for the article with such a name looks incomplete in 

terms of coverage of the issue stated. As a result, the literature review, presented by the authors 

at the beginning of the article, looks fragmentary. There is quite a large number of published 

papers on the issue of the regional tourist cluster management, including for Astrakhan region.  

2. The statistical indices, included in the article, are not treated mathematically, no 

models are built in their relation, etc. There is also no generalization of the statistical data, 

though they form almost a half of the article size.  

3. The paper also does not address the issues of application of information and 

telecommunication technologies for management of the Astrakhan tourist cluster.  

4. The conclusions and recommendations on the regional tourist cluster management are 

mostly of general management and do not result from the article content directly. There are 

almost no recommendations on peculiarities of Astrakhan region with regard to the tourist 

cluster management. 

5. In general, the article under review is of a clearly economic nature by its topic and 

content and does not correspond to any section of journal “Caspian Journal: Management and 

High Technologies”. 

With regard to the above remarks, I find it unfeasible to publish the paper in journal 

“Caspian Journal: Management and High Technologies”. I would recommend that the authors 

submit it to another journal that publishes economic articles.  
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